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A note from the Editors
Happy Easter to Everyone and what
a beautiful day it is. The sunshine
always makes everything feel so
much better and brightens
everything. What plans does
everyone have now we are able to
meet up with more people outside?
By out next magazine in May, we will
be getting close to hospitality being
able to open again what are you
looking forward to being able to do
again?
Let’s hope that everyone follows the
rules as we slowly come out of this
lockdown so that we are able to
continue moving forwards.

Sue & Melissa Boyden
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Up the Wreake Book Club
Let me know your views on these books, have you
already read them or are you just reading them now?
We will run this feature while we are in lockdown so
we can all share what we are reading. Let me know
what you are reading?

Email: sueboyden@msn.com

The Librarian by Salley Vickers
Set in 1958, Part one of the novel follows Sylvia
Blackwell the new children’s librarian as she arrives in a
small rural community. Written in the first person, we
share her difficulties as she battles to create a
welcoming, well stocked library from a dull section of
the small adult one.
Endeavouring to engage the younger children, she
interests the primary school Headmaster and the other teachers, so that
she soon has a project set up requiring the children to use the library.
She makes other friends too in the district, including her neighbour’s
children. The latter she encourages to be adventurous in their reading
and even provides 11+ English coaching for a girl in 4B, not expected to
gain a Grammar School place. There is also an unsuitable love affair,
which helps to retain the reader’s interest.
Clearly for Salley Vickers, this book is something of a crusade. She was
helped to enjoy books by a librarian called Miss Blackwell when she was
young, and who she feels helped her on the road to becoming a writer.
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There’s even a list of books at the end which she hopes all children will
have access to.
Part I is clearly very well researched, and the moral issues such as the
narrow-minded clique who run the community and the evils of the 11+,
form the context for the plot. There is excellent continuity too in the
many cultural elements included: the formality and banality of a cocktail
party, the clothes people wore and what they ate, and the sweets the
children have.
Part I is in fact most of the book with Part II almost acting as an
addendum. It follows some of the children from Part I who are now
Grandparents, and I did enjoy finding out what had happened to the
children we met previously.
Part II is written in a very different style to Part I, which I found to be
irritatingly pedantic as if it was written for a children’s audience. Part II
has a brisker adult style, far more like Miss Garnett’s Angel which is the
only other Salley Vickers book I’ve read, and thoroughly enjoyed.

Julie Phillips.
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Sunday 4th April
"He is not here... He has RISEN!"
Acts 10:34-43 / Psalm 118:1-2, 14-24 / 1 Cor 15:1-11 / Mark 16:1-8 ... click to read

0600 Sunrise Service @ Rotherby Lane Burial Ground
0800 Communion @ Ragdale All Saints
----------

10.15 for 10.30am on Sunday 4th April 2021

Easter Day! | ZOOM Worship

Mtg ID : 898 2035 2311 / Passcode 492006 / Landline : 0131 460 1196
please ensure you are content with your own computer 's security

* join ZOOM worship *

TECH HELP = David : 01664 434 517
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"Hosanna!" ... "Crucify!" ... "He is RISEN!"
From cheering crowds to baying hordes to gob-smacked individuals.
From a humble donkey to a punishing cross to a quiet garden. From
palm branches to thorn crown to folded grave clothes. From Pilate to
Mary to Peter. From purple to black to gold. Our journey along the Via
Dolorosa, the way of sorrow, continues.
From the rough hewn throne of a cross, Christ the King looks at the
world and no-one escapes his judgement. Those who betray him; those
who execute him; those who love him; those who ignore him. He judges
us all. From the cross the pronouncement is made, and the judgement is
final. And that judgement is... FORGIVENESS! "Forgive them father, for
they know not what they are doing."
An eternally valid statement. From his cross, Christ loves the betrayer,
the violent, the God killer in all of us, and despite our protests, he will
not even lift a finger to condemn those who put him up there. Because it
is, finally, a God unlike us - a God who enters our human existence and
suffers our insults with only love and forgiveness - who can save us from
ourselves.
On the cross, we find a self-emptying God who pursues you & me
and saves you & me with "relentless, terrifying love and who ultimately
will enter the grave and the very stench of death in order to say, even
here, even here I will not be without you." Hosanna in the highest
indeed! God is with you this blessed Holy Week. God is with his world
this
blessed
Holy
Week.
We
need
it
this
year...
rev'd david harknett
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Dragonflies, Chicks, Ribbons, Candles & Voices...
Dragonflies adorned hand-made cards that went to each member of
staff at Frisby Primary School, from the Headteacher Stuart to
the caretaker Ian. They included a scripture and message from our
Parish, signed by Simon, Pru, Janet, Crystal & David. Along with John
O'Donohue's poem whose last line speaks of a time "blushed with
beginning".

Chicks (206 of them!) adorned the side altar
at Hoby All Saints, each produced by church
& WI members. They were hand-delivered to
each of the children in Hoby and each
household. The bonus of course is that they
each hold a crème egg! Revd Crystal wrote
an Easter message explaining the story of the Easter Chick, the Easter
eggs and the symbolism of new life. Other villages have multiplied this
idea to a greater or lesser extent, taking the opportunity to connect
community & church.
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Ribbons take us back to the National Day of Reflection on
23rd March, when all 6 villages marked the anniversary
of Lockdown. Parishioners were invited to tie a ribbon to
the church gate in memory of a loss or lost loved one; to
come together in prayer symbolising "You are never
alone"; to mark a Minute's Silence.

Candles were lit in Hoby All Saints to remember Paul
Simms, Ivy Woodford & Audrey Gatward. While in our
Sunday Zoom Worship, and then promoted on village
social media, we heard voices from our local community.

REFLECT - Debbie Bird spoke of her father Roger's death.

CONNECT - Clare Highton spoke of the Blue Bell's busyness & blessing.
HOPE - Stuart Northedge spoke of the primary school's future activity.
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April
I have to say I have been very busy through March planting seeds,
sorting seeds out for direct sow in April/May and doing a job that has
taken hubby and me hours and hours of work along with a few swear
words, we are now the proud owners of a 10 x 12 foot greenhouse, how
many plants can I grow in that ☺. I do have to admit I dropped one of
the shaped pieces of glass so I’m just waiting for a new one then it will
be draught free. The tables are in and the salad trough plus 12 bags of
compost so I’m ready to go, just 1 thing missing and that’s an electric
supply for the kettle ☺.
The allotment will be seeing more of me this month, since the flood I
have not been down much as other thing took over, but we’ll soon be
back on it.
April is the month I plant potatoes; March seems a bit early as there is
still frosts and that can slow if not halt their growth.
Get the weeds out and keep on top of them with your newly sharpened
hoe. Get your planting beds raked over so you can get direct to sow
seeds in.
So many jobs so little time, I do have to say the one thing that gets in my
way of getting all my jobs done is going to work but I love my work so
it’s all good, I’ll just have to start going to the allotment in the evening
with a flask of course.
Have a wonderful time in your garden and on your plot.

Vida Gregory
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St Peters
Kirby Bellars Cleaning Rota
For March and April 2021

Rotas

April 2021

Flower Rota

4th & 11th April Mrs J Charles
18th & 25th April Mrs G Dowell

Cleaning Rota

April Gay Dowell, Wendy Roulston,
Carolyn Figgitt
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The readings for Easter Day and the SWF Ramble and pictures
Happy Easter,
Vic.
Dear All,
The Readings for this coming Sunday, EASTER DAY, the SWF ramble
and the pictures. Please share these with your friends and colleagues.
Last week there was much sadness and also preparation for this
coming Holy Week, looking forward to Easter itself.
A week today was the National Day of Reflection. The church was
prepared for a short service of prayers, with a minute’s silence at
Noon and then the bell was to be rung.
15 people attended the service, including the widow of the first
person in Hoby who died of COVID-19 in the pandemic. We prayed
for the three who lost their lives to the virus, we thanked God that we
had known them, and we grieved their loss. We sat in silence as we
thought of loved ones and friends we see no more and identified with
the more than 126,000 people who have died of COVID-19 I then
went and rang our tenor bell 'Old Tom' He was half muffled and he
rang out to the village to help us all at that moment connect with
each other not just in Hoby, or the Upper Wreake or SWF but across
all of the UK.
The first picture shows the
candles which remained lit all
day for those who came for
private prayer to see, burning
brightly in the dusk of the day.
Paul, Ivy and Audrey you
remain in our hearts and in
our prayers.
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Later that same day we saw over
200 knitted Easter Chicks arrive
at church. They were placed on
the South Aisle altar where in a
short service Revd Crystal
blessed them all and sent them
on their way! They were then
packed and have over the last
few days been delivered around
the village. Along with Plants
and Easter Cards there has been much activity over the last few days
and a great opportunity to see people we have not seen face to face
for along time The WI knitted more Easter chicks than was required,
we needed one to be given to each house in the village and one to
each child. The extra chicks have been delivered to some of our
friends in SWF and we send these to you wishing you a very happy
Easter time. The objective of this exercise was to bring some pleasure
and to share the Easter message with everyone. The second picture
shows all the chicks arranged on the altar before the service started.
Picture three tells us that Easter is nearly
with us. We have a new paschal candle
this year and with the 2021 transfer on it.
Currently by the font as Easter arrives it
will move to the front of the church and
remain there until Pentecost after which it
will return to the font. As Good Friday
approaches and the church altars have
been stripped we then look forward to
the resurrection on the third day.
When in church the other evening and
before locking up the sun was shining
brightly through the West windows. I have seen sunlight through our
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windows touch many different parts of the
church through the year as the sun changes
its position in the sky, but my next picture
sees the sun shining on to a grave stone to
the side of the north aisle altar. I had not
seen this before. It gave me an opportunity
to reread the grave stone. It is for Elizabeth
Henton, she died on September 12th 1734
at the age of just 9 weeks. She was the
daughter of William and Hannah. What
terrible grief for the family, a grief we can
connect with, although almost three hundred years ago, it is as if it
could be now as we identify with that tragedy. May be the sun broke
through the cloud at that moment for Elizabeth to be remembered, as
within a few minutes the sun had gone, and that part of the church
was dark again.
My last picture is one for spring. This
Forsythia is at Barn Farm, full of colour
and easy to see as I come through the
gate into the home paddock when
walking up to the farm from the village.
With yesterday being such a lovely warm
day, it was great to see it in the bright
sunshine.
I hope you have all enjoyed your new
found freedoms which started yesterday,
and I hope we continue the roadmap to
further relaxation of the guidance
currently in place.
The City of Leicester ended its lockdown along with the rest of us. It
has been in continual lockdown until now, which is more than a year.
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A significant moment for the City and we celebrate that major step
forward with them in solidarity.
Keep safe and well,
Vic.
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Easter
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Please post all copy for the April 2021 edition of Up The
Wreake! To
Sue Boyden
Email: sueboyden@msn.com
Mobile:07714752105
While the magazine isn’t being printed the copy, deadline is
the 20th of the month
While the magazine is in PDF only please let me know of
any local businesses that would benefit from a mention in
the magazine.

Fitness At Its Best
Run Leaders and Coaches Sue and
Melissa Boyden
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Body Parts

1. Hearts
2. Hair of the dog
3. Kidney
4. Iris
5. Skeleton Key
6. Tongue in cheek
7. Headstrong
8. See eye to eye
9. Backgammon
10. Chest of drawers

11. Eyesore
12. Appendix
13. Toe the line
14. Mouth
15. Lip
16. Colon
17. Skinflint
18. At arm’s length
19. Hip
20. Rib
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CODEWORD
Match the letters to the numbers to solve the crossword.
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